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The childish Gambino moniker is used as a reference to a 2000 Italian film starring Catherine Deneuve. The performer's
discography includes hip hop music with lyrical themes of spiritual, romantic and other moral issues. Gambino was first signed
to a record deal with Warner Bros. Records in 2011. However, he was dropped from the label the next year. His debut studio
album Because the Internet was released in 2013. After the release of the mixtape Kaufu-Note, the two-volume mixtape Donald
Glover Introduces Himself was released in December 2013. Gambino released three mixtapes in 2014: Because the Internet 2,
Awaken, My Love! and Royalty. The mixtape Blow was released in 2016, followed by three more albums (Awaken, My Love!
2, and America's Cookbook) in 2017. In 2017, he was featured in the song "This Is America" by Chance the Rapper on
Coloring Book. Albums Studio albums Mixtapes EPs Guest appearances Singles As lead artist As featured artist Music videos
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Notes References Category:Hip hop discographies Category:Discographies of American artistsQ: How to prove that a power
series expansion converges to a function? Let $f:[0,1]\rightarrow\mathbb{R}$ be a function with $f(0)=0$, and suppose there
exists a series $$f(x)=\sum\limits_{n=0}^\infty a_nx^n$$ which converges to $f(x)$ on $[0,1]$ with the convergence being
uniform on $[0,1]$. How can I show that $a_n\rightarrow0$ as $n\rightarrow\infty$? I don't know where to start. I'm not
allowed to use any inequalities or measure theory. My only tools are Taylor and power series. Any help will be appreciated. A:
Since the convergence is uniform on $[0,1]$, we can assume that $a_n$ is decreasing. As you said, by Taylor's theorem, $$
f(x)-f(0)=\sum_{n\geq 1} (f^{(n)}(0)x^n+o(x 82157476af
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